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Abstract - Distributed Data Mining (DDM) has become one of the promising areas of Data Mining (DM). DDM evolved from DM from the urge to mine data from distributed sites. DM paved way for increased computational cost and privacy due to centralized data mining, whereas DDM paved way for decrease in computational cost as well as enhanced data privacy by distributing resources across distributed sites. Mining techniques framed for DM can't be applied for DDM since mining DDM follows a different strategy compared to DM. DDM includes classifier based, agent based and privacy preserving based approaches. In this paper, DDM approaches and techniques is studied in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data Mining (DM) is the process of extracting useful information from datasets using DM techniques, namely pattern matching, clustering, rule association, regression, etc. The progressive growth of information technology has paved way to further explore Distributed/Collective Data Mining, Spatial and Geographic Data Mining, Temporal Data Mining, Spatio-Temporal Data Mining, Multimedia Data Mining and Phenomenal Data Mining. DM today performs computation on the database or warehouse at a single geographical location paving way for increased computation cost and questioning on data privacy. Future scope of DM is computing data located at different geographical locations. This is termed DDM/CDM (Collective Data Mining)[1].

The main factors which led to the evolution of DDM are – privacy of sensitive data, transmission cost, computation cost and memory cost. The objective of DDM is to extract useful information from data located at heterogeneous sites. Distributed computing comprises distributed sites, hosting computing units at individual heterogeneous points. DDM follows decentralized mining strategy which differs from centralized strategy making entire working system scalable by distributing workload across heterogeneous sites[1].

Alfredo Cuzzocrea[2] stated that framing a methodology for DDM is challenging not only by distributed environment, but also for its efficient resource sharing and minimized computational complexity specifications. DDM mainly comprises of two variations — data distributed and computation distributed. In the former method, data is distributed among heterogeneous sites at local level and computation is hosted at global level. In the latter method, computation is distributed among heterogeneous sites at local level and data is hosted at global level. Figure 1 explains DDM working architecture. The database of heterogeneous sites hosts useful, unknown information. DDM algorithms will be applied over data at heterogeneous sites as local model and finally the DM computed result will be agglomerated to form global model [1].

Kargupta et al.[3] and Zaki et al. [4] discussed that several researchers analyzed the complexity involved in framing methodology for DDM in two ways: analyzing on effective and efficient usage of computational resources at individual distributed data-sites, performing knowledge discovery at individual distributed data site (local level) and aggregating knowledge discovered at global level.

Fu Y et al.[5] discussed certain issues in developing DDM algorithms, namely formulating suitable DDM algorithms for heterogeneous datasets, minimizing computational and space complexity, enhancing data privacy at distributed sites and maintaining local datasets autonomy. Further, all these issues are interrelated to each other. This has set way to many researchers to carry-out their work in this field. Park et al. [6] developed an architecture for DDM where processing takes place locally at individual data sites. Finally data is accumulated to form global level. Grigorios Tsoumakas et al. [7] presented architecture for DDM where knowledge acquired from local distributed data sites is accumulated at global level forming a merger site.
A. **DDM architectural models**

DDM comprises of two variations of architectural models: Client-Server based DDM architecture and Agent-based DDM architecture based on collection/processing of data/code at local or global levels[1].

**Client-Server based DDM**

Client-Server based DDM architecture is shown in Figure 2 where client sending a request to DDM server, which in-turn authorizes the targeted data to collect at local level. The accumulated data from heterogeneous sites (local level) has to be processed at global level. Client-Server DDM architecture has data migration complexity (transmitting all the data to perform mining at global level) and therefore this increases network bandwidth and network latency[1].

---

**Fig. 1. Working Architecture – Distributed Data Mining**

**Fig. 2. Client-Server based DDM**
DDM evolution along with its retrieval approaches is shown in Figure 3.

![DDM Diagram](image)

**Fig.3. DDM classification**

**Agent based DDM (Agent model)**

Agent-based DDM architecture is shown in Figure 4 where client generates multiple Mobile-Agent based Data Mining (MADM) agents for each data-server at heterogeneous sites at local level and the result will be sent back to the client. Further, certain knowledge integration approach takes place at client at global level to integrate results obtained from different MADMs.

Agent-based DDM architecture incorporates code movement instead of data, providing scalable and efficient approach. Limitations are inefficient use of computational resources and partial-involvement of DDM server[1].

Agent-based DDM architecture has two sub-variations, namely, stationary-based agent DDM architecture and mobile-based agent DDM architecture, both variations based on self-directed migrations by agents.
In the former case, agents are passive whereas in latter case agents are active. These two models are used to develop various DDM approaches like classifier, agent and privacy based and are discussed along with their research contributions in the following sections[1].

Fig. 4. Agent-based DDM

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II describes an overview of DDM based on classifier approach and its related works. Section III discusses works on agent-based DDM and multi-agent systems. Section IV discusses works on privacy-preserving based DDM approaches. Section V concludes the paper.

II. CLASSIFIER-BASED APPROACH FOR DDM

Classifier-based approach for DDM is applied to evaluate the pattern/association between distributed data. It is based on client-server model where data is accumulated and processed at global level.

Based on datasets considered, classifier approach of DDM can be classified into two approaches: homogeneous classifier (mining distributed data-sites involving similar attributes) and heterogeneous classifier (mining distributed data-sites involving distinct attributes) approaches.
DDM classifier approaches (homogeneous and heterogeneous classifier) along with their 4 techniques in each approaches is shown in Figure 5 and are surveyed as follows[8].

A. Homogeneous classifier techniques for DDM

Homogeneous classifier techniques for DDM deals with the mining of similar attribute data. Four techniques in this are ensemble learning, Distributed Association Rule Mining (DARM), meta-learning and knowledge-probing.

Ensemble Learning

An Ensemble Learning technique requires multiple learning models to obtain final predictions. An ensemble learning classifier approach proved to be an effective learning approach, in-terms of combining multiple learning models giving better prediction result than any of the solo classifier approach[8]. It is believed that an ensemble technique is better compared to any single classifier technique proposed by Breiman, bagging(1996), arcing(1998) and random forest(2001) [9]. Other techniques are boosting and stacking. Out of these five ensemble learning classifier approaches, bagging and boosting have been proved as an effective ensemble learning classifier techniques[10]. Though the above said five ensemble learning techniques takes maximum computation time and memory cost, the final classifier result is effective. It is suitable for a small-dataset, but when it comes to larger dataset it resulted in increased computation time.

Yan Li et al. [11] discussed a distributed ensemble technique for mining health care data under privacy constraints. Proposed a novel privacy-based distributed ensemble classifier technique, adaptive privacy-based boosting for predicting model for EHR data. By this technique each distributed site, had been able to learn data distribution effectively and share medical data without revealing sensitive patient data achieving less computational complexity and communication cost.

Distributed Association Rule Mining (DARM)

DARM incorporates certain association rules for generating local datasets. Finally, the global datasets is generated from multiple local datasets[10]. Vinaya Sawant et al.[1] compared three algorithms of DARM. Count Distribution algorithm includes apriori algorithm generating k-itemsets for each iteration at local level, global level computes the final-itemsets. The Fast DARM algorithm comprises the pruning of itemsets at local level where pruning is followed for each iteration. The Optimized DARM algorithm includes both Count Distribution algorithm and Fast DARM algorithm. It performs efficiently than former two algorithms by deleting earlier itemsets at local level and deleting duplicate transactions by keeping track of a counter[10].

Kawuu W.Lin et al. [12] discussed a fast and resource efficient mining algorithm for discovering frequent patterns in distributed computing environments. An automatic allocation of local-level nodes for detecting frequent patterns is discussed. Progressive Size Working Set (PSWS) method encompasses initial assignment of computing nodes for each transaction leading to decreased load-balancing effect. It dynamically decides the number of computing nodes needed. The proposed FP-growth (Frequent Pattern-growth) mining algorithm don’t involve any parameter, but still able to discover patterns, without initially setting the required number of nodes leading to efficient load-balancing, execution and network transmission cost.
Ogunde et al. [13] discussed a partition enhanced mining algorithm for DARM systems. The proposed ARM agent is capable of assigning coordinating agents, which receives requests and determines the required number of geographical sites. The work includes 2-phase, wherein phase 1 horizontal segmentation of a dataset into smaller transactions occur. At phase 2 local iterated datasets are integrated globally to form global iterated datasets achieving dynamic decision on number of computing nodes.

Sunil Kumar et al.[14] discussed an apriori algorithm in distributed mining on XML (eXtendible Markup Language) data. The proposed algorithm ODAM (Optimal Association Rule Mining), mining process in parallel leading to better response time and minimized communication cost. ODAM removed infrequent transactions and place in main memory, reducing transaction size. If inserted transaction is already in memory counter is updated to +1 otherwise it inserts the transaction and updates the counter to 1.

Frank S.C. Tseng et al.[15] discussed DARM boosting by data de-clustering where datasets will be de-clustered into partitions. Round-robin method had been followed by iteratively assigning dataset to individual geographic datasites. Load-balancing approach had been followed where item-sets of each geographic site is generated quickly. Performance varied with size of cluster and items of cluster leading to decreased communication cost and space complexity.

Golam Kaosar et al.[16] discussed DARM with minimum communication overhead by incorporating message passing interface. Global frequent large item-sets were generated thereby reducing the communication overhead among neighboring nodes. It minimizes communication overhead by transmitting binary vector and frequently invoked datasets count. Message passing interface along with FDM (Fast Distributed Mining) pruning technique helped to reduce communication overhead across distributed geographical data sites and achieving decreased communication overhead.

**Meta-Learning**

Meta-learning classifier approach denotes use of meta-classifier and base-classifier. This classifier approach proved to be effective, scalable, portable, compatible, extensible and efficient. Meta-learning includes both arbitration and combining. Arbitration generates final prediction result of the feature vector. Combining generates final prediction based on classifier output and classification output or based on classifier output, classification output and feature-vector prediction[10].

Yihong Dong et al.[17] discussed clustering algorithm based on data partitioning for unevenly distributed datasets. The proposed new clustering algorithm has been used for uneven datasets. A Fuzzy Connectedness Graph algorithm (PFHC) had been developed based on partitioning uneven datasets into similar datasets with equal density. FHC is used to obtain clusters with equal density in the local level of distributed sites. Finally the integration of several local clusters to global clusters is done leading to mine uneven datasets efficiently.

Josenildo Costa da Silva et al.[18] discussed distributed data clustering inferences by proposal of kernel-based distributed clustering scheme (KDEC-S) algorithm. A helper site for each local level distributed site builds a local-level estimate and forward to peer distributed sites. Local-density clustering algorithm is finally built with global-level estimate achieving data confidentiality.

Lamine M.Aouad et al.[19] discussed lightweight clustering technique which minimized communication overhead by minimum variance formation of clusters.

**Knowledge-Probing**

Knowledge-probing is defined as combining several local models to generate the final global model. Steps involved in knowledge-probing include generating base-classifier from an off-the-shelf classifier model, selecting untagged data for probe set, preparing probe set by accumulating final result from base-classifier and finally generating final prediction model of the probe data set.

The main difference between knowledge-probing and meta-learning is: knowledge-probing is relying on probe data set for its final prediction, whereas meta-learning involves arbitration and combining learning methods for the final prediction[10].

Yike Guo et al.[20] discussed knowledge probing in DDM where two-stage process takes place. A collection of base-classifiers is trained in first stage. In second-stage meta-learning technique is applied to attributes for prediction. Further, collaboration of knowledge-probing and other traditional DM algorithms resulted in improved performance.

**B. Heterogeneous classifier techniques for DDM**

Heterogeneous classifier techniques for DDM deals with the mining of distinct attribute data. Four techniques in this are collective principal component analysis, distributed clustering, collective decision tree and collective bayesian learning.
Collective principle component analysis

Principle component analysis (PCA) is used for predictive models, done by factorizing based on eigen vector and eigen values. Collective PCA performs PCA on local datasets, by selected eigen vector set. Global dataset prediction result is obtained by, combining selected dominant eigen vector sets obtained by PCA on local datasets thereby classifying the dataset by heterogeneous approach[10].

Zheng Jian Bai et al.[21] discussed PCA based clustering algorithm by which truncation of singular value decomposition (SVD) reduces communication costs leading to error reduction and effective for smaller data sets.

Distributed clustering

CHC algorithm inculpates dendrogram, a tree representation of clusters. Local dendrograms is generated at each local geographical site. Global dendrogram is generated from multiple transmitted local dendrograms. RACHET, Hierarchical clustering algorithm is generated at each local geographical site; separate statistics set is generated for each site. Global level agglomerates local dendrogram to generate final predictions. DBDC algorithm incriminates generating a local cluster prediction model, at each heterogeneous local site. Representative points of each cluster set is selected and finally they were combined at global level for the final prediction[10].

Josenildo Costa da Silva et al.[18] discussed distributed data clustering inferences by proposal of kernel-based distributed clustering scheme (KDEC-S) algorithm. A helper site for each local level distributed site builds a local-level estimate and forward to peer distributed sites. Local-density clustering algorithm is finally built with global-level estimate achieving data confidentiality.

Trilok Nath Pandey et al.[21] discussed mobile-agent based distributed mining dealing with query optimization, discovery plan, local knowledge discovery and knowledge consolidation by distributed clustering.

Collective decision tree

Collective decision tree implicates decision tree generation at the local geographical heterogeneous site. Global level prediction result is accumulation of local decision trees thereby classifying the dataset by heterogeneous approach[10].

Sung Baik et al.[23] discussed combining decision tree and agent approach for network intrusion detection. Classification rules learned by decision trees were used for detecting network intrusion. Agents working collaboratively, collect details of network intrusion which partially update results in the form of indices of records.

Collective bayesian learning

Collective bayesian learning enfolds bayesian learning model generation at the local geographical heterogeneous site. Global level prediction result is an accumulation of local bayesian learning models thereby classifying the dataset by heterogeneous approach[10]. Kamalika Das et al.[24] discussed two algorithms L-ring (Local Ring) and PAFS (Peer-Peer Feature Selection) in an asynchronous manner. Each peer decides its own privacy constraints. The local interaction among participating nodes resulting in minimized communication complexity.

III. AGENT-BASED APPROACH FOR DDM

Agent technology in DDM seems to be enhancing efficiency and scalability by reducing network traffic (bandwidth reduced by sharing only the code and not the data among distributed sites), allows the system to scale efficiently without increasing the complexity of the system (since an agent can spawn another agent), agents react dynamically and adapt easily to the changing environment, agents operate asynchronously by which agents disconnect from the network and reconnect automatically after its tasks and agents are fault-tolerant by which it bypasses a fault distributed data site and shelters on a reliable distributed data site[1].

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), a technology by which multiple agents coordinate together and perform mining process, particularly suitable for DDM by which computation time and memory cost can be reduced by maintaining a pool of agents in global-level and deploying multiple agents to each distributed data sites. Agents further are capable of adapting to errors and faults which arise in the entire system by interacting with all the distributed data sites. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) comprises multiple agents capable of achieving tasks difficult to be achieved by a single agent. MASs an artificial intelligence technology, success lies in the way of coordinating individual agent behaviors[1].

Xavier Lim’on et al.[25] discussed an agent and artifact approach to DDM by Collaborative Filtering (CF) among agents. Decision tree technique is used which generated decision tree among each distributed data sites. Global level final prediction is based on accumulated local-decision trees. CF strategy had been implemented with J48 decision tree. MAS were composed of coordinating agent and workers.
Mainly 3 artifacts were used by agents, namely J48 classifier, InstanceBase and Oracle. Coordinating agents utilize Oracle for extracting information for learning data and worker agents use the split data for processing. Agents store the data in InstanceBase. An initial CF strategy model is built by J48 classifier. Mainly Adult, German, letter, poker and waveform datasets from UCI (University of California, Irvine) repository were used.

Jie Gao et al.[26] discussed enhancing DDM by a framework called CoLe2, agent-based DDM mining model. It is termed as CoLe2 because it comprises two-loops working cooperatively. The two loops operating are inner-cooperative and outer-adjustment loops. There were three agents operating cooperatively. Cooperative loop allowed for knowledge-based strategies used by controller agent. Adjustment loop helped in coordinating all agents by knowledge-base. Controller agent controlled the entire system. Miner agents were core of the mining process in this technique.

Heterogeneous miners agents were used which utilize several mining algorithms. Combiners’ agents were employed in creating rules by combining the types. Further, combiner agents assigns miner for mining and combining to a set of rules. Two medical datasets were implemented with CoLe2, one of diabetes and other kidney disease dataset. The running time for kidney dataset is 65.79% and the running time for diabetes dataset is 18.39% thereby achieving efficiency and comparable result quality.

Vladimir Gorodetsky et al.[27] discussed agents and DDM in Smart Space environment particularly for overlay network. Choice of virtual neighbors is done in various modes. A peer-peer agent-based technique is followed which facilitated flexibility issue for easily adapting to human needs. Context-driven DM approach is utilized with basic smart space environment. This approach is implemented only for human needs and utilizes decision making capability, suitable only for situational awareness and not for intentional awareness.

Matthias Klusch et al.[28] discussed collaborative DDM, multi-strategy DDM. Further KDEC (Kernel-Distributed clustering based on density estimation) is implemented by a density estimation based on probability values. KDEC scheme is familiar for 3 issues, namely density estimates, de-clustering computation and compact dataset representation for transmission purpose.

G.S. Bhamra et al.[29] discussed agent enriched DARM, combining agents and ARM. An agent enriched DARM framework technique is proposed, AeMSAR (Agent enriched Mining of Strong Association Rules) is discussed. This framework included a central store, where accumulation of local knowledge is stored and heterogeneous sites included transactional datasets. Central site is responsible for dispatching agents which carried information to and fro the distributed sites. Both mobile and stationary agents were stored in the agent pool. Three mobile agents and 2 stationary agents were utilized from the agent pool for performing different tasks. The 3 mobile agents were responsible for result transportation and other for storing state variables. The 2 stationary agents were responsible for global knowledge maintenance and keeping track of frequent item-set generator.

Yue Fuqiang et al.[30] discussed distributed data stream mining with mobile agents. Mobile agent mines data streams for solving noise present in data processing, slower classification and inefficient mining problem. This model includes efficient mining, reduction of erroneous data and inefficient data pre-processing. Mobile agent-based distributed data stream processing model (DDMMMA) is proposed which computes the number of resources; divides tasks into sub-tasks for deciding on which agent to reach which host node, etc. Mobile-agent mechanism for migration is proposed for shortest path algorithm for performing the tasks.

Vuda Sreenivasa Rao et al.[31] discussed a novel framework by interaction and integration among agent and DM for dimensions, namely learning, knowledge, interface, interaction, social, application and performance. Each layer worked collaboratively with one another.

Chayapol Moemeng et al.[32] discussed a new agent based DDM model called, i-analyst by management of resources phase and execution phase. First phase is responsible for project management, DM model, instance management, interaction with users with set of modules for algorithm management and user-access-privilege management. Second phase is responsible for maintaining a resource database of datasets, system resources, DM models, etc. The central container hosted persistent agent called DSA (Service Agent). Activity runners have performed DM and analysis tasks. 3 Application Programming Interfaces were used for communication among the two-phases.

Xining Li et al.[33] discussed deploying mobile agents for searching data which were distributed. It wandered around and generated global datasets from local datasets. It is able to overcome network congestion, security and unreliability. Further, focusing on efficiency leads to database connection management to reduce network cost reusing network connections. A cache management system which enabled to store datasets from the database and to restore frequent items in local-level of distributed sites. Further, delayed evaluation prevented redundant information. Establishment, maintenance and termination of database connections were the major problems. Agents shared a number of pre-defined database connections, but unnecessary termination and establishment of database connections must be avoided.
U.P. Kulkarni et al.[34] discussed mobile agent based DDM by which knowledge from distributed sites is extracted by association rules. The main objective of this approach is to reduce the time required for computation of global-frequent item-set. The proposed algorithm comprises of two-phase: local-level distributed sites sends local frequent item-set to a central site and also to its neighbor local-level sites. Calculation of item-set at global level is done in an overlapped fashion in local site. Total time for communication is reduced; local-level site doesn’t need to wait for global site to send item-sets which were frequent.

Josenildo C. da Silva et al.[18] surveyed on multi-agent based DDM approaches. Further, privacy-preserving algorithms and distributed clustering algorithms were discussed. A new technique is framed which concentrated on essential approximation rather than density estimation. The algorithm had two parts: helper and local peer. Local peer is density-based, general approach to clustering. The helper had sampled points from all peers. Attackers were not able to reconstruct the data since the information is not stored in the kernel, helper maintained the stored data.

Sung Baik et al.[24] discussed agent-based decision tree algorithm by which communication cost and knowledge integration costs were minimized. It is performing better than centralized decision tree algorithm since the entropy calculation is critical for huge datasets. Decision rule generated at each agent and it is notified to the mediator for termination. Processing time decreased with an increase in the number of agents involved.

A. Multi-Agent Systems

Some of the MAS (Multi-Agent System) of DDM are PADMA (Parallel DM Agents), JAM (Java Agents for Meta-learning), bodhi and papyrus. The architecture of above MASs with their components and interface between them are discussed in the following sub-sections.

PADMA: Parallel Data Mining Agents

PADMA a multi-agent based model for parallel DM. Parallel Data Mining Agents (PADMA) implements text classification for parallel systems. It includes 3 functions such as accessing data in-parallel, clustering hierarchically and data visualization. PADMA is developed not for a specific domain; it is implemented for unstructured document classification. As shown in Figure 6 PADMA activity diagram comprises of 3 main modules: DM agent, facilitator as coordinator for the agents and a user interface for result visualization. Each DM agent specialized in unstructured document classification extracts higher-level information from data and forward to facilitator. Agents working in parallel forward the collected information to the facilitator.

Facilitator acting as agent coordinator provides the data to user. Facilitator-user communication is based on SQL queries. PADMA is implemented on cluster of sun spare workstations and on IBM SP2. It is portable to any distributed machine. Agents in PADMA provides parallel mining in relational database useful for exploiting the section for text classification by clustering [35].

![Fig. 6. UML activity - PADMA based on hierarchical clustering](image-url)
Since SQL operations are supported by PADMA, queries namely parallel select and join operations is used. It further supports 5 operations, namely create, delete, read, query and clustering. Each individual agent carries select and join operations on its local data and the facilitator collects data from each agent without any inter-process communication among agents.

Three join operations are used, namely, nested join, sort-merge join and hash join. Nested join takes place by comparing rows of both the tables. 

Sort-merge join takes place by binary search comparison of sorted table by attribute values. Hash-join takes place by partitioning sorted tables based on attribute values into several buckets. Each table results from the agent are forwarded to facilitator which compares with another table result of another agent.

PADMA is implemented with hierarchical clustering (unstructured document) in which each hierarchy level includes concepts (attributes). The user interface provides visual interaction with the system. Hierarchical clustering provides an interactive clicking by which top-level cluster hierarchy is presented to the user initially.

Then the user clicks on a cluster, which further explores next hierarchy levels. It depicts an improved response time and computation time. [35].

**JAM: Java Agents for Meta-learning**

Java Agents for Meta-Learning (JAM) implements DM application for meta-learning. It implements distributed meta-learning technique and classification techniques linked through a number of data-sites. JAM with modules is shown in Figure 7.

Each agent at local level computes local data-site classifiers on local database. Each data-site computes final classifier from data obtained from its peer data-sites using local meta-learning agent. At each data-site, datasets are classified and labeled independently.

Through a configuration file at each data-site, number of attributes to be classified is noted to the system by user. The user interface of JAM administers the meta-learning approach and dynamically facilitated agent exchanges.

JAM is implemented with 3 data-sites Marmalade, Mango and Strawberry. JAM depicted improved computation time[36].

![Fig. 7. UML activity - JAM architecture based on meta-learning](image)

**Bodhi**

Bodhi an agent and Java based DDM system. Bodhi is capable of transferring agents along with its configuration, state, environment and knowledge learned from a distributed location to another distributed location. Bodhi includes mobile agents, agent station and facilitator along with user interface for communicating with the system. Bodhi activity diagram is shown in Figure 8[36].
Papyrus

Papyrus, a layered system consists of DDMs services. It consists of four layers designated access tools and network services. Papyrus layered-architecture is shown in Figure 9. The first level is called Osiris (data management layer) supports meta and super clusters of DM. Further, Osiris layer divides data into smaller individual parts called folios, further divided as segments. Thus, it is possible to move segments among clusters. The second level is called DM layer which includes extraction of learning set from data and inclusive of DM algorithm for semi-automatic production of the predictive rule set. The final output is PMML (Predictive Model Markup Language) files. The third layer is called predictive modeling layer which supports and manages predictive models productions. The uppermost (fourth) layer is called an agent layer (bast) which identifies relevant clusters within meta-clusters and super-clusters[37].
IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVING BASED APPROACH FOR DDM

Enormous amount of personal data are collected regularly and mined for information. Data includes patients’ medical history, credit card transactions, military records, etc. On mining those data for obtaining patterns/association threatens privacy of original data. Privacy Preserving DM (PPDM) aims to protect data from unauthorized exposure. It becomes an issue when different data owners’ wants to access the knowledge from the data by several frequent pattern techniques, but they inclusively reveal their data at computation phase. Privacy-preserving DDM success relies on building a valid DDM model for finding useful data associations but hiding the data from others. Mainly privacy preserving DDM model is built with classification, clustering and ARM[38].

It is based on client-server model where data is accumulated and processed at global level. Privacy preserving DDM is implemented in two-ways: adopting cryptographic techniques for providing secure transactions in distributed model or adopting randomization techniques by randomizing original data. Though randomization technique is a better approach it suffers from accuracy when privacy is at its peak, but cryptographic technique provided better accuracy and privacy than randomization technique. Privacy preserving DDM is particularly applicable in almost all mining areas, namely clustering, ARM, bayesian model, decision tree, ensemble methods and CF[38].

In recent years privacy preserving medical record mining is on demand since the need to preserve privacy of patients’ medical record is on the rise. Yan Li et al.[11] discussed a distributed ensemble technique for mining health care data under privacy constraints. Proposed a novel privacy-based distributed ensemble classifier technique, adaptive privacy-based boosting for predicting model for EHR data. By this technique each distributed site, have been able to learn data distribution effectively and share medical data without revealing sensitive patient data achieving less computational complexity and communication cost.

Masooda Modak, et al.[38] discussed secured ARM on partitioned data. Vertically partitioned data used distributed Apriori T-tree algorithm along with vertical partitioning. For horizontally partitioned data, collaborative approach is followed by which only the calculated global association rules value is revealed to its horizontal parties. From the global association rules generated each distributed site decides on whether to publish its own global rules to the other distributed site or not.

There is a controller taking responsibility of performing computations for all the distributed data sites. Based on hierarchy concept, association rules generated at each distributed data site is hidden along with the sensitive information.

Yiannis Kokkinos et al.[39] discussed DDM privacy-preserving for ensemble technique. Neural classification is selected by confidence ratio affinity propagation by privacy computing. Ensemble classifiers classify local-level data. For validation, training sets were used. Confidence ratio affinity between each two site finds the most suitable confidence ratios. The method calculates confidence ratio affinity propagation among classifiers and final pruning is done. It is implemented on the UCI and KEEL (Knowledge Extraction based on Evolutionary Learning) data repository show reduced time complexity of O(CE) for C classifiers and E examples.

Hemanta Kumar Bhuyan et al.[40] discussed privacy preserving sub-feature selection in DDM by fuzzy method, maintain the privacy of original data. Two-fuzzy sets were generated using borel set, which helped in determining sub-feature selection within a certain interval.

Sub-feature selection by fuzzy method showed effective and better performance compared to traditional methods. Privacy of original data is maintained. Experimental implementation of hepatitis (157 instances), yeast (1484 instances) and heart disease datasets revealed reduced computation time than conventional approaches achieving efficient sub-feature selection and privacy of original data.

Feng Zhang et al.[41] discussed privacy-preserving two-party DARM on horizontally partitioned data by encryption, done among peers for secure division. Experimental results revealed increased computation cost and communication cost than conventional approaches.

Zhuojia Xu et al.[42] discussed privacy preserving DDM by four dimensions, namely data partitioning model, mining algorithm, secure communication model and privacy preservation techniques. Data partitioning model included either homogeneous or heterogeneous approaches. DDM algorithm comprises ensembles, ARM and clustering. Communications were secured by either multi-party or third-party operations. Cryptographic techniques included privacy preserving techniques, namely public-key encryption, secret transfer, RSA algorithm, etc. This classification presented to be a guiding light for further progressing in privacy-preserving technique of DDM in forthcoming years.
Xinjun Qi et al.[43] discussed DDM privacy preserving classification by data distribution, data distortion and DDM techniques. Further, it discussed several privacy protection technologies, namely, ARM by perturbation on hiding association rules. Only association rule values had been revealed to neighboring distributed data sites.

Yanguang Shen et al.[44] discussed personalized privacy preserving DDM which combined multi-party secure computations and K-anonymity technique along with decision tree classification. Initially non-sensitive data is anonymized which is useful for classifying the data, but becomes useless for sharing with other distributed data sites. Finally, sensitive data is shared via multi-party secure computation technique to prevent sensitive data leakage. From the datasets considered two-divisions of sensitive data and non-sensitive data were computed. Sensitive data were shared via multi-party secure computations and non-sensitive data are shared via K-anonymity technique. K-anonymity technique implemented the generalization concept by which linking rate is reduced by cutting connections of sensitive attribute, protecting the privacy of sensitive information. Information gain for each attribute is computed collaboratively building decision tree and choosing attribute with maximum value as the targeted information. If the attribute targeted is sensitive then it has to recover from multi-party secure computations achieving efficiency and minimum overhead in communication and cost.

Rebecca N.Wright et al.[45] discussed bayesian network-privacy preserving for DDM. DDM privacy preserving based on bayesian network divides the problem into smaller sub-problems for efficient privacy-preserving concept. A secured two-party computation is applied on bayesian network. Experimental results were implemented which depicted efficiency and accuracy performance. Further, privacy preserving learning classification model fully distributed k-anonymization and anonymity preserving data collection is represented.

Xun Yi et al.[46] discussed privacy preserving DARM model by semi-trusted mixer. Data from the distributed data site is dispatched to the model which mixed the information and dispatched it to the other distributed data sites. A strong global association rule is obtained from the combination of distributed data sites. For a single data communication, only 2 messages (information) need to be sent and received to and fro the semi-trusted mixer and distributed data site achieving minimized communication cost and storage cost.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed the various approaches and techniques of DDM. Several recent research works presented in literature encompassing DDM approaches at global level or at local level have been reviewed for different applications. In the first and third approaches, works have been focusing on classifier-based DDM and privacy-preserving based DDM which are following client-server model. In these approaches, data is accumulated and processed at global level leading to decreased computational complexity, improved accuracy and efficiency. In the second approach, works have been focusing on agent-based DDM which are following agent model. In these approaches, data is accumulated and processed at local level leading to decreased space complexity and computation time. The authors expect that this research work could be a guiding light for proposing new techniques in the vast and upcoming field of DDM.
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